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The issue of privacy on the Internet has long been a difficult one: there are a lot of good reasons

that you might be leery of strangers reading your emails or spying on the websites you visit.A

number of powerful tools exist which allow you to protect your privacy online. One of the most useful

of these tools is called Tor. Tor provides truly anonymous and untraceable browsing and

messaging, as well as access to the so called "Deep Web", a network of anonymous, untraceable,

unblockable websites, available only through Tor, which provide everything from resources for

political activists to pirated movies. The military-grade encryption behind Tor is so powerful that it

can't plausibly be broken by any organization on the planet.In this guide, Andre Infante of

petafl0p.com talks us through how Tor works and exactly how to set it up and start using it. You will

learn about: - How Tor works - How to install the Tor browser - Browsing safely using Tor -

Configuring Tor for various uses - Anonymous messaging and email - Browsing the Deep Web -

Where to get help with Tor and the Deep Web - Uses for Tor and the future of Tor
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you can resource more on the internet and save a few cents on the way. in the middle of the

pamplet it explains how to install tor on windows, then tells you it'll explain how to install it on linux

based systems which it never does. it's more bla,bla, bla then anything else Andre Infante is not an

educated writer and it shows. look up tor on the internet and learn more about tor, don't wasted your

money on this wasted tree.

A quick overview of this powerful new technology, which clearly has a good side and a bad side.

This does explain how you can begin exploring the "dark web", a move that has the potential to get

you into some trouble.

I'm impressed and awed at how much the internet is being used for invading your personal

PRIVACY. This book is a must read for Christian groups and every American citizen to secure his or

her family against intrusion. Like I read once " if I only new what they knew I wouldn't have allowed

this --- there is enough information in this book to guide you to a very good security I never thought

exsisted and with a little determination I plan on educating myself so I can be prepared or be able to

implement a new SECURITY measures if I dream it nessary for my loved ones I bet most people

never thought that Google and Facebook tracks ,logs every TIME it's used. THANK you for a great

read.

I was fascinated by the concept of TOR and the privacy it provides and wanted a single reference I

could learn more with.Sadly, this is a very brief overview of the TOR network but it's only 99 cents

so you get what you pay for here.You could probably find better write-ups on the open internet but

it's nice to have a single book to run through to get the basics.TOR, for those uninformed stands for

"The Onion Router" because the TOR network consists of layers of forensic-resistant routers,

multiple iterations of encryption/decryption and a dozen or more TOR exit nodes out of which the

anonymized traffic exits on to its destination.This book can only be considered a primer but it was

never intended to be more so I gave it 5 stars for doing what it was supposed to do.If you want more

information, I'd spend some time digging for more info on the TOR network to get a more detailed

level of knowledge.

This eBooklet is short and right to the point.Being a technical writer I really appreciate practicality

and clear presentation.The eBook empowers the reader which is the reason why we read a

technical publication in the first place: to feel empowered and move forward on our own terms. It did



it for me, and although I could have gotten all that information by searching the web, the initial

guidance made all the difference in the world.Thanks.

This book is not a thorough explanantion of Tor and any finest detail, but it is a very good overview

of what can be accomplished with Tor and with all the related tools and instruments. I definitely

recommend this book to anyone new to private web surfing, or simply interested in getting to know

such issue in view of a following deep dive with more thorough books. Definitely worth reading!

A good introduction to the TOR network. The Onion Routing network bounces your net messages

from one server to the next while encrypting it at each point making it almost impossible to trace

back to sender. This book is a very good primer for anyone interested in in the dark web

TOR is highly recommended in some circles. I still haven't decided on its value to me. It's nice to

have a book like this to help me decide.
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